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Abstract:

Mobile robo cs can be an interes ng subject for
many students in a variety of engineering science fields.
It builds a bridge between the pure theore cal digital
world and the real, open environment. Several research
results show that learning mobile robo cs gives not only
the ability to control certain types of robots but also de-
velop many science-related a ributes, technical and so-
cial skills. On the other hand, programmingmobile robots
is hard, and without a good guide, students are likely to
lose their inspira on. For this purpose, we decided to de-
velop a set of four exercises showing mobile robo cs in
the accessible and comprehensive way. The tasks were
prepared for two types of wheeled robots: first equip-
pedwith awebcam, and secondwith sonar range finders.
Both robots run using the ROS framework, as we find it
the most popular robo cs tool. The exercises are also de-
signed considering the limited budget of educa onal in-
s tu ons. Finally, guides for the tasks described in this
paper have been shared on-line with the robo cs com-
munity.
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1. Introduc on
The latest research show that the educational as-

pect of mobile robotics can be more important than
teaching constructors of autonomous mobile robots,
because it can bring direct bene its to a wider range
of students. This resulted in many publications and
special issues in high-indexed journals. In this article,
we present a modern set of exercises designed to pro-
vide engineering students a rapid and engaging intro-
duction to the programming of mobile robots, as well
as to aid in the development of skills in problem sol-
ving, arti icial intelligence, computer vision and gene-
ral programming.

In [3] and [9] the large scale research shows that
students of any age can bene it fromeducational robo-
tics, improving their technical and social skills, such as
computational thinking, general programming, com-
puter science, scienti ic investigation, self-ef iciency,
problem solving, goal setting skills and team-work at-
tributes. In luence of amateur robotics competitions
(i.e. competitions for pupils and students constructing
low-budged robots for such tasks as line follower,
mini-sumo or micro mouse) is presented in [13]. Also
[6] shows that teamwork and solvingwell-de ined ro-
botics problems can result in the evolution of engi-

neering skills. Several researches were made on deve-
loping low-cost, printable educational robots [2] [14]
[11]. An interesting usage of such robots is presented
in [8], in which low-cost wheeledmobile robots toget-
her with a simulator builds a multi-robot formation
control platform. Hardware-oriented robotics student
projects are described in [16], [7] and [4].

The topic of educational robotics is also present
in the Journal of Automation, Mobile Robotics & In-
telligent Systems. Impact of mobile robotics into mo-
dern engineering skills is presented in [5]. More social
and generally-technical aspects are presented in [10],
where common learning of pre-school children, pupils
and grandparents is presented. Article [12] suggest,
that the ROS is the best tool for learning robotics. As
far as we know, no better tool is available for free, be-
cause the ROS gives not only a piece of useful code, but
also a large community support.

Our approach has several similarities to these
mentioned above. Developed exercises are based on
ROS;, we also focus on the idea of the general technical
and social skills improvement. To our best knowledge,
this article describes some novels: education in ields
of robotics and computer vision is merged, presented
tasks are easily applicable to somepopular kinds of ro-
bots (the lack of well-described exercises was notice-
able previously).

We think that journals such as this one are the best
place for discussing engineering education topics. On
the one hand, an international character allowsworld-
wide idea sharing, and on the other hand popularity
in the region facilitate sharing educational materials
directly in a students’ native language. Also, aspects of
the engineering educationmanagement and inancing
can be discussed.

Students after a third year of robotics studies are
the main target for our course. Background in general
programming skills and computer vision is necessary.

In our opinion, effective teaching of robotics is
hard, but the bene its are worth it. This article pre-
sents the irst step of our methodology. On each step,
the lecturer is active mainly during the lecture, while
during the laboratories he keeps on asking the questi-
ons, preventing students from time-wasting mistakes
and directly answering only the dif icult questions. All
steps are enumerated below:
1) control robot inputs and outputs, programming

simple behavioural agents (15 h of lectures and
20 h of laboratories),

2) enrich agents with Arti icial Intelligence in well-
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de ined environments (20 h of lectures and 10 h
of laboratories),

3) develop a software for regular autonomousmobile
robots (20h of lectures and 10 h of laboratories)
As we can see only the last step is dedicated only

for the future mobile robots’ developers, while irst
two steps focus on developing general skills. During
the irst step students are more strictly guided to get
knowledge, abilities and habits necessary to program
robots, aswell as other devices equippedwith sensors
and actuators. The second step should keep attention
on teaching AI ideas, while giving space for unassis-
ted solving problems introduced in the irst step. Fi-
nally, the third step should be project-oriented, du-
ring it student’s teamswith the theoretical knowledge
from lectures and practical skills and habits from pre-
vious steps independently solves the given problem of
mobile robotics.

Our methodology is motivated by the idea of gi-
ving the student rather the skeletal frame of know-
ledge, skills and habits than a set of abilities. Many stu-
dents can never in their future carrier program a mo-
bile robot, but it is quite possible that they will solve
someproblemconnecting ahardware andArti icial In-
telligence. Debugging of programs cooperating with a
hardware is more dif icult than pure software debug-
ging andmistakes can cause in high costs. On the other
hand, we cannot teach skills and habits without any
detailed example of hardware. We think that mobile
robot is a good choice for it, because it is at once com-
plex, well described and universal.

In presented exercises we use two types of robots,
both running under the ROS. The programming lan-
guage chosen for exercises is C++, but it can be swit-
ched to Python. The robots should in general meet fol-
lowing requirements:
- type A is a mobile robot equipped with a webcam,

- type B is a mobile robot equipped with at least 4 so-
nar range inders and a quite accurate odometry sy-
stem.
For each robot we prepared two exercises, e.g.:

- Exercise A1 – Visual Line-follower,

- Exercise A2 – Visual Sumo,

- Exercise B1 – Sonar-based Corridor-follower,

- Exercise B2 – Sonar based Micro-mouse.
We had in mind that splitting exercises into two

blocks will result in a more lexible scheduling. It does
not matter if a student will start from A1 or B1, or if
after exercising A1 will he exercise B1 or A2. It is only
important to exercise A2 after A1 and B2 after B1.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In
the section 2 robots used in our exercises are brie ly
described. Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4 describes succes-
sive exercises, students’ opinion poll is presented in
the section 4 while conclusions are presented in the
section 5.

Fig. 1. The Amigobot robot upgraded with a RS232 (the
default interface of the robot) – Bluetooth adapter

2. Robots
Preparing amobile platform for a lexible and con-

venient operation is a key matter. In our lab, we have
two Pioneer (3-AT and 3-DX models) and two Amigo-
bot robots, both from Adept MobileRobots. Originally
all three types are just bare slave devices – they must
be connected from a host computer with the RS-232
interface, which sends commands and receives a sen-
sor data. Basically, there are three options of the sy-
stem architecture:
1) the robot is constantly connected to a PC via a cable

– this solution does not need any hardware modi-
ications, and one can start programming straight
away. The main drawback is a dependency of the
host computer and a necessity of a stable commu-
nication between the robot and the host,

2) the robot is constantly connected to a PC via the ra-
dio – here we consider that the robot communita-
ces with the host PC via some radio interface such
as Bluetooth orWi-Fi. This solution ismoremobile
compared to the previous one, but it is still limited
to the range of the user interface,

3) the robot has an embedded PC on the board – this
is themost time-consuming solution to build, but it
is also the most lexible one. The operational area
is not limited here with the range of any interface
and the robot can also perform autonomous acti-
ons independently. Another advantage is a possi-
bility to connect any other sensing device directly
to the ePC and build a complex, mobile and inde-
pendent platform.

2.1. Amigobots
Considering the fact of limited free space in the

Amigobot chassis, upgrading the robot with an em-
bedded computer was rejected from the very begin-
ning. We also do not want to run the robot on a leash
so the only reasonable option here is a wireless inter-
face. We assume Amigobot robots will operate only in
our laboratory so the Bluetooth technology seems to
be enough for us.

The chosen Bluetooth module is HC-05v2 inter-
connected with a serial – RS232 adapter to com-
plete communication compatibility. The Amigobot ro-
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Fig. 2. Pioneer robot hardware configura on

bot with the Bluetooth adapter is shown in the Figure
1.
2.2. Pioneer Robots

Both Pioneer robots (3-AT and 3-DX shown in the
Figure 3) have enough space to put an embedded PC
inside. In the near future, we plan to launch some pa-
rallel processing on-board and that is why we choose
the Jetson TK1 development boardwith 192 CUDA co-
res from NVIDIA.

The inal con iguration of both Pioneer robots is
shown in the Figure 2. The Jetson board is powered
with 12 V and connected with RS-232 interface to the
robot. We also added the Intel 7260 Wi-Fi card in the
mini-PCIe slot to connect the robot with the outer
world. We also equipped both robots with the Hokuyo
URG-04LX-UG01 laser scanner, an USB camera and the
Xbox joystick adapter for remote control.

Fig. 3. The Pioneer robots: 3-DX on the le and 3-AT on
the right

It is worth to mention that the serial port of the Pi-
oneer robot is slightly different from the external one
and requires logic high state on the DTR signal (pin 4)
with positive voltage level (about 5V). Tomeet this re-
quirement, we looped DTR (pin 4) with RI signal (pin
9) on the robot side.
2.3. Low-level So ware

As many of the papers considered in the intro-
duction, we also use the ROS framework [15] for
software development. We have developed the basic
packages (amigobot_driver and pioneer_drver) which
can be used as low-level drivers andmade them open-
source [1]. One can ind there:
- robot communicating program (RosAria),
- URDF model spawning program,

- Xbox joystick handling program,
- robot manual operation program,
- transformation publishing program (via ROS TFme-
chanism),

- laser scanner communicating program (for Pioneer
robots).
After starting an appropriate roslaunch ile all to-

pics and services allowing for control of the robot and
sensor state reading are available for a further usage.

3. Exercises
The design of the exercises starts with answering

some basic questions about a main target audience
and a required background of the participants. Being
in touch with our students gives us the impression of
their strong theoretical knowledge in many ields of
science needed in mobile robotics, but one can feel
their lack of practical experience in its implementa-
tion. The presented reasoning gives us the opportu-
nity to prepare attractive exercises with assumptions
of knowledge of participants about linear algebra, the
basis of the various sensors, machine vision and cont-
rol theory.

It is widely known that the UNIX operating system
has many tools facilitating development of the soft-
ware for above mentioned ields and it is hard to ima-
gine a robot with a Windows instead. The same ana-
logy one can ind using a ROS framework – it is possi-
ble to create a robotic system without it, but it provi-
des many useful tools and let a student or a scientist
focus on a solution of the real-world problem.

A dif icult part for our students with using the ROS
framework is large entry-work. Many of them sees
the UNIX system for the irst time and is not luent
in inding and understanding articles written in Eng-
lish, sowehad decided to prepare a script, which deals
with this matter. The paper starts with a gentle intro-
duction to LINUX and helps the reader to understand
basic concepts of the ROS framework based on an ex-
ample of simple package creation.

The second very important script is about diffe-
rent coordinate frames in the ROS, which knowledge
we required of, before students can perform the exer-
cise B2. A separate script is also provided for each exe-
rcise. All mentioned documents can be found on our
website [1]. Educational materials are prepared in Po-
lish, as this is the of icial language of our course. If you
would be interested in other language versions, please
contact us via an e-mail.

Having four robots described above, we can per-
form four exercises at once, where each task is pre-
pared for maximum 4 participants (groups are up to
15 students). We believe it is a reasonable situation,
where four-person team can discuss details of the pro-
blem within a group resulting in valuable experience
of thewhole process of the solution inding procedure.
We assume 5 lesson units for each exercise (5 times 45
minutes) and this is a typical time, where every group
could inish their solution to a problem.
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Exercises are divided in two groups – one for each
type of a robot. The irst exercise for both groups (A1
and B1) is strictly guided so it introduces to a stu-
dent the basis of robot programming – including dea-
ling with a given set of sensors or programming tools.
The student irst learns how the correct robot pro-
gram should look like – the program structure is gi-
ven and an only student task is to ” ill the gaps” in the
code. In the second exercise (A2 and B2) only the scra-
tch of the program code is given, but the problem so-
lution is described in detail in the script. We hope that
such approach keeps students of from wasting a time
on technical problems and at once gives thempossibly
large space for testing their own ideas.

In the following sections of this chapter each exer-
cise will be described in detail.

Fig. 4. The 3-DX robot in the camera based
line-following exercise

3.1. Exercise A1: Visual Line-follower
In the very beginning of the visual line-follower

exercise ( igure 4) students learn how to work with
a robot with the on-board computer. They can try a
direct connection to a robot with a display, keyboard
and mouse – this shows that the robot uses a com-
mon computer architecture. This is also a very basic
way of programming robot, allowing to solve all low-
level problems. For themajority of tasks this approach
seems to be themost comfortable, due to a low latency
and independence from a local net connection.

However, direct connection reduces a robot mobi-
lity. To overcome this limitation amobile robot develo-
per should know some remote access techniques. For
this reason, two other approaches are introduced to
students:
- system-level remote access, via SSH connection –
most useful for development,

- ROS-level connection via topics, services etc. – most
useful for runtime.
This exercise introduces several other basic tasks,

such as:
- launching, stopping and restarting robot drivers,
- enabling and disabling robot control over an USB
joystick,

- robot sensor data visualization in the rViz program.

Fig. 5. Robot base and image frame scheme

After that, students start writing their own code,
illing the gaps in prepared source iles. To introduce
communication between ROS nodes, the task of line
following is divided between two programs. The irst
one inds the line based on the camera input and pu-
blishes it over the ROS in the formof a point cloud. The
second one receives the point cloud and use it to cal-
culate robot control commands. The relation between
the robot base frame and the image frame is shown in
the igure 5, which is a part of the exercise script. The
resulting point cloud can be visualized in the rViz pro-
gram.

Asmentioned above, a source code is prepared and
the only students’ task is to ill some gaps. Commu-
nication with the camera, a robot controller and bet-
ween nodes is ready. The remaining tasks are:
- image binarization for line inding,

- conversion from an image to a point cloud,

- point cloud data analysis and control calculation
With the obtained skills students can move for-

ward and start more self-directed robot programming
in the exercise A2.

Fig. 6. The 3-AT robot in the camera based sumo
exercise
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3.2. Exercise A2: Visual Sumo
The aim of this exercise is development of a robot

software for vision-based sumo as shown in the Figure
6. The robot should keepmoving on a greenmat, look-
ing for adversaries in the form of black and red carton
boxes.When itmeets one, the robot should try tomove
it out of the mat. After a success looking for adversa-
ries should be continued.

In this exercise only a short scratch of the program
is prepared, so a list of student’s tasks elongates, inclu-
ding:
- camera input handling,
- ROS communication setup,
- reading joystick data – our robo- ighter keeps mo-
ving, so motors-enable control is necessary,

- computer vision algorithm development,
- control algorithm development.

The computer vision algorithm development is
divided into several tasks, sketched in the exercise
script. First, the student’s algorithm should control
whether the robot is on the green mat or not. This is
achieved in four steps:
- input image size is reduced, then the image is me-
dian blurred and converted to the HSV colour space,

- image is binarized by a HSV in-range thresholding,
- erosion is performed to reduce noise,
- the number ofmat pixels is counted for left and right
halves of the image. Absence of the mat in either of
halves means that the robot reached the mat’s edge.

Fig. 7. Steps of the green mat detec on algorithm: (a)
the input image (b) the resized, median blurred image
(c) result of the HSV in-range thresholding (d) the
eroded binary image

Algorithm steps are visualized in the igure 7.

The other task is a development of an adversaries’
detection algorithm. This task is quite like the mat de-
tection, but the similarity of the robot and the adver-
sary colours causes the necessity of the input image
masking. The result is shortly presented in the Figure
8.

Fig. 8. The result of the adversary search algorithm
sketched in the exercise script

3.3. Exercise B1: Sonar Corridor-Follower
The exercise B1 is quite like the A1, presented in

3.1, but this time a robot moves along a corridor with
carton walls. The main sensors are sonars, which are
less reliable than the camera, so the robotway ismuch
simpler – it resembles a curve from the beginning of a
driving license test.

Again, students start with getting known with the
mobile robot. They turn it on, perform a self-driving
test, establish an USB or Bluetooth communication
and run the robot driver. Then they get familiar with
robot sensors and a control over the ROS, especially
the rViz program, which is presented in the igure 9.

Finally, student ill gaps in a prepared source code,
in a similar way like in the exercise A1. Their job con-
sists of the following tasks:
- understanding a sensor data structure,
- implementation of a stop condition – reaching the
end of the corridor,

- calculation of a robot moving direction,
- development of a PID-based robot direction control-
ler,

- optionally reducing a robot speed at curves and in-
creasing it on straight lines.
Tasks presented above are supported with the

schemes in the exercise script. The Figure 10 presents
two of them: one for sonar data structure, and the se-
cond for the calculation of the robot moving direction.
3.4. Exercise B2: Sonar Micro-Mouse

In the exercise B2 students develop software for
a micromouse-like robot shown in the Figure 11. The
aimof the robot is to explore the labyrinthwith a right-
hand rule – no mapping or shortest path inding is re-
quired. Students start with a short code skeleton and
implements their own ideas. The main tasks are:
- obtaining information about walls from the sonar
range sensors,

- understanding the role of coordinate frames in a ro-
bot movement programming,

- teaching the robot to move exactly one step forward
(the step is the size of the labyrinth’s cell),
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Fig. 9. A screenshot from the rViz program, enabling the sensor data visualiza on and the robot velocity control

Fig. 10. Schemes from the exercise script. (a) The ro-
bot sensor data structure explana on – the robot is
equipped with 8 sonars and they readings are formed
as a cloud of ordered points. Knowledge of a sonars’
order simplifies development of the control algorithm.
(b) Simple calcula on of the robot moving direc on –
the algorithm developed by students calculates points
A and B presen ng the corridor’s centre respec vely at
a robot posi on and in front of the robot. Finally the
point D is calculated to normalize the distance ahead
the robot. Y-coordinate (Y is oriented from the le to
the right) of the point D is then used to control the ro-
bot movement direc on.

- teaching the robot to rotate exactly 90◦left or right,

Fig. 11. The labyrinth with the Amigobot robot inside,
used for both micro-mouse and corridor follower tasks.

- development of a right-hand rule labyrinth solving
algorithm.

4. Students’ Opinion Poll
To measure the students’ feedback in a systema-

tic way, after inishing the course students were as-
ked to ill the anonymous poll. Only 28 students have
participated in it. In seven questions students were
asked to give the mark (from 1 to 10) marking diffe-
rent aspects of the course, results are presented in the
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Table 1. Another two questions concerned particular
exercises – a student marked the most interesting one
and one which needs to be improved in the irst order,
see the Table 2. Finally, a student divided 100 points
between 7 aspects of future work, results are presen-
ted in the Table 3.

Tab. 1. Pool results - ques ons marked from 1 to 10

Question Average
Mark

General course mark 8.5
Hardware state mark 8.0
Educational materials (instructions) 7.9
Essential background of the lecturer 9.2
Cooperation with the lecturer 9.0
Improvement of student’s skills 7.8
Student’s self-activity mark 8.1

Carryingout this pool improvedourplans. Keeping
in mind that some high scores can be caused by stu-
dents’ courtesy, relative values present which aspects
may be modi ied.

Tab. 2. Pool results - which exercise is the most
interes ng and which should be improved firstly in
students’ opinion

Exercise Is interesting? Should be improved?
A1 15% 21%
A2 35% 50%
B1 35% 21%
B2 15% 8%

Tab. 3. Pool results - vo ng for aspects of future work.
Each student divided 100 points between aspects.

Aspect Votes
Purchase of modern robots (same type) 10.5%
Purchase of other types of robots 31.2%
(drones, walking robots)
Educational materials improvement 4.2%
Improving essential background of 0.1%
the lecturer
Improvement of cooperation with 2.5%
the lecturer
Development of new exercises 16.5%
Increasing number of laboratory 35.0%
hours in the course

5. Conclusions
We wrote this paper just after the end of the se-

cond edition of described laboratory exercises. About
50 students have taken part in the course. The presen-
ted exercises have received remarkably positive feed-
back from the course participants according to the
educational level, as well as skills and knowledge they
obtained. We also tried to it their remarks about hard

and not well-explained tasks. We consider that the re-
sulting set of educationalmaterials, scripts, robot soft-
ware and hardware is worth attention. That is whywe
decided to share with the community as much as pos-
sible.

Future work is based on the pool results and our
own perception. Some students feel a lack of time du-
ring the laboratories, which suggests that theymay be
not well-prepared. To prevent this, the scripts should
be further improved. Exercises presented in this pa-
per must be kept up to date (e.g. with the ROS upda-
tes). In our opinion, no more exercises can be perfor-
med during the limited didactic hours. This turns us
to focus on improving other courses, presented in the
introduction of the methodology.

The developed set of exercises is a part of the met-
hodology presented in the article introduction. It gives
not only specialized skills, useful for future mobile ro-
bots’ developers, but also a set of general skills, enri-
ching the experience of every engineer.
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